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Earthquake Truths 

• The consequences of bad earthquakes to 

unprepared communities are unacceptable. 

 

• We know how to plan for, prepare for, and 

mitigate against disastrous earthquake 

effects.  We know how to minimize injuries 

and property loss. 



The USGS integrates (1) faults, (2) earthquakes, and (3) 

geodetic data into its probabilistic seismic hazard analysis. 



Earthquake faults occur throughout Nevada,  

and potential losses from earthquakes are high 

for many communities. 
             

                             

NBMG Map 167, Quaternary Faults in Nevada, is available 

as a poster and as an interactive map (Open-File Report 

09-9) on line at www.nbmg.unr.edu.  You can use it to 

locate your home or business. 

The Earthquake Hazard 

http://www.nbmg.unr.edu/


Age of Latest Fault Rupture 

< 150 years (historical) 

< 15,000 years  

< 130,000 years 

< 750,000 years 

< 1,800,000 years          

 (Quaternary) 

Active faults are 

nearly  

everywhere in 

Nevada.               

A magnitude 6.0 

earthquake can 

occur anywhere 

in Nevada. 50 km 

www.nbmg.unr.edu 





NBMG Open-File Report 09-9 











(2) Earthquakes have occurred throughout Nevada. 

Wells 

21 Feb 08 

M = 6.0 









Reservoir-Induced Earthquakes 

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (1993) 



Earthquakes within  

Las Vegas Valley 

   Jan. 8, 1989    M3.5   N. Las Vegas 

 

   Feb. 3, 2001    M3.5   W. Las Vegas V. 



Geodetic data 

indicate that the 

Nevada is gaining 

about 0.2 acre of 

area per year 

through crustal 

extension, and 

that western 

Nevada is 

accommodating 

~20% of the 

North American-

Pacific plate 

interaction. 

Kreemer et al. (2012) 



West of the San 

Andreas fault in 

California, the 

Pacific Plate is 

moving northwest 

relative to the 

North American 

Plate. 

Kreemer et al. (2012) 



                 % Probability of > or = magnitude                  

Community           5.0              5.5               6.0                6.5              7.0                       

Dayton                 >90             ~80             70-75           50-55          12-15           

Carson City          >90             ~80             70                50-55          12-15                

Reno                    >90             ~80             67                50               12-15             

Incline Village >90             ~80            60-70           40-50          10-12      

Stateline               >90             ~80            60-70           40-50          10                        

Fallon  80-90      ~60           35                20-25            6-8                    

Henderson 50-60%      ~30%          12% 4-5%     <0.5% 

Las Vegas            40-50          ~30             12               4-5              <0.5                 

Elko                      30-40          ~25            10-15           6-8              0.5-1                   

Wells                    30-40          ~20             9                  6                 0.5-1             

Laughlin               10-20          ~5               2-3               0.5-1           <0.5 

Data are from the USGS at http://eqint.cr.usgs.gov/eqprob/2002/index.php .  

Values for magnitude 5.5 are extrapolated between 5.0 and 6.0. 

The hazard: expressed in terms of probability of an 

earthquake of a given magnitude occurring within         

50 years and within 50 km (31 miles) of the community. 



Earthquake faults occur throughout Nevada,  

and potential losses from earthquakes are high 

for many communities. 

             

                             

NBMG Open-File Report 09-8, Estimated Losses from 

Earthquakes near Nevada Communities, demonstrates 

that the consequences of earthquakes can be huge in 

Nevada, particularly if individuals are not prepared. 

 

HAZUS scenarios for magnitude 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, and 7.0 

earthquakes near 38 communities in Nevada 



Earthquake RISKS in Nevada  

 

 

NBMG OFR-09-8  

 

used the Federal Emergency Management 

Agency’s loss-estimation model, HAZUS-MH,  

 

and the U.S. Geological Survey’s probabilistic 

seismic hazard analysis.  

 



These loss estimates are useful in hazard-mitigation 

planning, in building scenarios for emergency response 

and recovery exercises, and in helping emergency 

managers and the Governor make decisions on official 

disaster declarations after an actual earthquake. 

 

 



Uncertainties in the location of epicenters, 

depths, and magnitude, combined with 

changing population, uncertainties in local 

effects (soil and rock types, assumptions 

about attenuation, basin geometry, 

liquefaction potential, and directivity), make 

loss estimates generally consistent within 

one order of magnitude  (a factor of 10), 

although experience with urban earthquakes 

in the US has generally yielded numbers 

within a factor of 2 or 3 of the actual 

damages. 



2008 Mw 6.0 Wells Earthquake 



  Estimated                  

Community        Total Economic Loss      Probability M6 in 50 yrs w/in 31 mi                     

Las Vegas  $7.2 billion      12% 

Henderson  $2.5 billion      12% 

Reno   $1.9 billion                            67%                                                      

Carson City         $650 million                           70%      

Minden  $340 million       67% 

Elko                     $160 million                           10-15%                                        

Fallon  $110 million       35%                                                  

Wells                     $30 million                            12% 

HAZUS estimates for total economic loss from a 

magnitude 6.0 earthquake and probability of an 

earthquake of this magnitude or greater occurring within 

50 years and within 31 mi (50 km) of the community. 

Total economic loss is from HAZUS. Probabilities are from the USGS at http://eqint.cr.usgs.gov/eqprob/2002/index.php.   



Wells  12% chance 

 

M6 earthquake 

occurred 

Feb. 21, 2008 





Earthquake faults occur throughout Nevada,  

and potential losses from earthquakes are high 

for many communities. 

             

                             

The consequences of earthquakes can be huge 

in Nevada, particularly if individuals are not 

prepared. 

A. Be prepared to respond. 

    

B. Mitigate structural risks, largely through 

building codes and avoiding faults and areas 

of liquefaction. 

    

C. Mitigate nonstructural risks. 

 



Unreinforced Masonry 

Buildings 



Unreinforced masonry building (URM) 

that collapsed during the Wells 

earthquake on 21 February 2008  

View from front, 20 May 2009 View from back, 20 May 2009 











Definition of potential unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings in Nevada: 

 

buildings listed by County Assessors or State Public Works as built 

before 1974 with brick, stone, or block masonry structure. 

 

Caution: This is a preliminary study based on data provided by the 

County Assessors and the State of Nevada.  We know there are errors in 

the database: 

 URMs missed - not recorded as masonry structures 

 URMs missed – ones on federal or Indian lands 

 URMs counted due to wrong building type in the database 

 Wrong locations due to poor address coding 

 Misidentifications due to lack of construction date 

 Buildings that may have been seismically retrofitted 

 Buildings that have been removed. 

 

Recommendation 1 (draft): Jurisdictions (cities, counties, state) 

should use this County Assessors’ data to follow up with on-the-

ground inspections and checks of building plans.  Individuals 

should determine if their buildings are URMs. 



http://gisweb.unr.edu/URM_project/ 

Potential URMs in Nevada – totals* 

 

  7,354   Residential 

16,145   Commercial & Public (city and county) 

       98   State-owned 

23,597   TOTAL* 

 

 

 
* The total does not include buildings owned by the federal government. 



http://gisweb.unr.edu/URM_project/ 

Potential URMs 

    Residential 

    Commercial & Public 

    State-owned 





Henderson potential URMs 

     206    Residential 

     129    Commercial & Public 

         0    State-owned 

     335    TOTAL 





Clark County 

& Henderson 

Parcel Map 

Parcel 

Classification 

for IBC 

 

NEHRP C & D 

classes 

 

“C+” class for  

NEHRP B 

velocities with 

soft surface 

Entire map online at 

www.clarkcountynv.gov 

Dr. John Louie  Nevada Seismological Laboratory 



ShakeZoning: Adding Faults and Basin Geology 

Black Hills Fault in Google 

Earth with USGS Qfaults 

trace 

USGS Basin Map 

Las 

Vegas 

BHF 

Dr. John Louie   

Nevada Seismological Laboratory 



Adding Physics 

 Black Hills M6.5 scenario 

 Short trace but 4-m scarps 

noted 

 Viscoelastic finite-

difference solution 

 0.5-Hz frequency 

 0.20-km grid spacing 

 A few hours on our small 

cluster 

 Mode conversion, rupture 

directivity, reverberation, 

trapping in basins 

Dr. John Louie  Nevada Seismological Laboratory 



Black Hills M6.5 

Scenario Results 

 Max Peak Ground Velocity 

(PGV) >140 cm/sec 

 PGV over 60 cm/sec (yellow) 

bleeds into LVV through 

Railroad Pass 

 Serious event for a short 

fault 

 Unlikely, but adds to hazard 

probabilistically 

 Need to know how unlikely 

Dr. John Louie   

Nevada Seismological Laboratory 



Nonstructural damage often can be easily prevented. 



Earthquake-secure bookshelves in 

the office of the State Geologist 



Secured computers at the                   

Clark County Building Department 







             

                             

Thank you! 
And thanks to Jon Price, Gary Johnson, Christine Ballard, Heather Armeno, Irene 

Seeley, Linda D. Goar, and Jordan T. Hastings for their work on the open-file reports 

(OF 09-8 and 09-9), which are available as online documents at www.nbmg.unr.edu. 

From there, go to online documents at http://www.nbmg.unr.edu/dox/dox.htm, then 

scroll down to OF 09-8 or 09-9.  Link to the fault map from OF 09-9. 



Web Addresses 

 

 

• Earthquake Fault Map 

– http://gisweb.unr.edu/OF09_9 

 

http://gisweb.unr.edu/OF09_9

